Prior to the 65 nm technology node, the EM lifetime of Cu interconnects was dominated by diffusion at the Cu/SiN x interface. In that case, interconnect scaling degrades the EM lifetime by about half for every new generation, even under the same current density. This has led to the development of metal capping layers, particularly CoWP to improve EM reliability by reducing the interfacial mass transport. 2, 3 Beyond the 65 nm node, Hu et al. 4 showed that the emergence of polycrystalline Cu grain structure markedly reduced the Cu EM reliability in 90 nm wide lines due to the contribution of grain boundary diffusion to mass transport. With further scaling of Cu interconnects, EM reliability becomes increasingly complex due to changes in Cu microstructure. Recently, we investigated the grain structure effect on Cu interconnects with SiCN and CoWP cap layers for the 45 nm node with 70 nm line width. 5 We observed significant grain structure effects, particularly for CoWP capping where the interface diffusion was suppressed. The EM lifetime improved by 100Â over the standard SiCN cap but the statistical deviation r increased from 0.3 to 0.5-0.9, depending on the grain structure. These results raise an important question regarding the evolution of Cu grain structure with further interconnect scaling and the effect on EM lifetime and statistics.
To study the microstructure effect on EM, detailed information on the grain structure and its contribution to mass transport is required. So far, such information has been rarely reported for Cu nanolines, primarily due to the limited spatial resolution and the lack of automation for determining the statistical distribution of grain orientations in a large ensemble of nanocrystalline grains. 6 To address this issue, we employed in this work a recently developed high-resolution orientation mapping technique [7] [8] [9] to characterize the grain structure of the 45 nm node Cu interconnects used previously in our study on cap layer effects. This technique combines the diffraction-scanning transmission electron microscopy (D-STEM) 7 with precession electron diffraction (PED) 8 to characterize grain structures, providing information at a spatial resolution of 1-2 nm on grain orientation distributions (crystallographic texture), grain size distributions, and grain boundary characteristics. The results were used in a microstructure based statistical model to analyze the grain structure effect on EM lifetime and statistics for Cu lines with CoWP capping. In applying this model, we show first how the microstructure information can be used to identify critical void formation sites in Cu interconnects and then evaluate the statistical behavior of EM lifetime for interconnects with CoWP cap.
The test structure used in this study was a single-linked EM structure consisting of three-level interconnects with M2 as the EM test line. The M2 Cu lines with two different grain structures (the large grain (LG) and small grain (SG) structures) were fabricated by GLOBALFOUNDRIES using the 45 nm technology node process. Further details on the test structure can be found elsewhere. 5 Cross-sectional Cu lines for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis were prepared using a FEI Strata TM DB235 Focused Ion Beam (FIB) system. The electron optics was set up in a 200 kV JEOL 2010F TEM to obtain a 1-2 nm near-parallel illumination on the specimen. The nano-probe was tilted and precessed using the DigiSTAR TM system from NanoMEGAS, Inc. The details of this technique are described elsewhere. 9 The D-STEM/PED technique allows the determination of the complete three-dimensional orientation of individual grains, which can be projected onto three orthogonal directions along the line trench to form the orientation pole plots. The quantitative texture (preferred crystallographic orientation) plots obtained using the EDAX-TSL OIM TM Data Analysis software are expressed as "multiples of random distribution" a)
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Grain orientation and texture observed in typical segments of the 70 nm wide Cu lines using the high-resolution D-STEM/PED technique are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) for SiCN capped structures with small grains and large grains, respectively. The SG structure was EM stressed at 1.03 MA/ cm 2 and 330 C and an EM induced void was found at the Cu/ SiCN interface, reflecting that interface diffusion dominated the mass transport. For comparison, the grain structure around the void observed in a standard cross-sectional TEM image is shown in Fig. 1(a) , which does not produce sufficient contrast to analyze the grain structure characteristics. In contrast, the grain structure could be clearly observed using the D-STEM/ PED technique ( Fig. 1(b) ). The inverse pole figure (IPF) texture plots of the SG structure exhibited a strong h111i and h110i texture along the trench width and trench normal, respectively, indicating a dominant growth of {111} grains from the sidewall in Cu nanolines. The LG line showed a similar but weaker bi-axial texture ( Fig. 1(c) ). The overall grain structure characteristics observed in the cross sections of the 70 nm lines were consistent with the plan-view results 9 of lines with similar dimensions. Together these observations showed that with down-scaling of the line width from 1.8 lm to 70 nm, the h111i texture built up along the trench width. For the 70 nm lines, the sidewall growth of {111} grains became dominant, reflecting the increasing importance of the interface energy in controlling grain growth with further scaling of Cu interconnects. 9, 10 Grain boundary trace analysis was used to characterize the coherent R3 type boundaries, marked by red lines in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The length fraction of these boundaries was found to be about 16% and 12% for the SG and LG structures, respectively. Typically, such coherent twin boundaries are low energy boundaries and do not constitute fast diffusion paths for EM mass transport. 2, 11 Other boundaries marked by dark lines are high-angle boundaries with misorientation angles larger than 10 . The overall distributions of misorientation angles were similar for both SG and LG structures. The grain size followed a lognormal distribution for both structures with a larger r for SG as shown in Fig. 2(a) , where the average grain sizes for the SG and LG lines were found to be 42 nm and 58 nm in diameter, respectively. Many small grains of less than 5 nm were observed at the bottom of the SG lines and most of them were separated by high-angle boundaries ( Fig. 1(b) ). This can be attributed to the fact that as a result of the preferential sidewall growth of {111} type grains, small bottom-up growing grains filled in the remaining space in the line and formed connecting high-angle boundaries. The presence of the small grains seems to be caused by interconnect downscaling, which increases the grain boundary contribution to mass transport and further degrades EM lifetime.
The D-STEM/PED results were used in a microstructure based statistical model to analyze the grain structure effect on EM lifetime and statistics for Cu lines with CoWP capping. The detailed model has been described previously 12 and is essentially formulated in three steps. First, the grain structure in the Cu interconnect is analyzed as a statistical series of N poly-grain clusters of length L. In each segment, voids can nucleate and grow under EM depending on the distribution of the flux divergent sites and the local mass transport. The second step is to evaluate the flux divergence to deduce the kinetic rate for void formation under EM in individual line segments. The flux divergence depends on the grain structure and thus the imbalance of the diffusion flux from grain boundary and interface in each cluster segment. If the poly-grain cluster is longer than the critical Blech length L c , grain boundary diffusion will induce rapid void formation to reach a critical size to fail the metal line. In this case, the cluster segment becomes the weakest link, inducing an early failure. However, if the cluster length is shorter than the critical length L c , void growth in the cluster is not sufficient to cause the interconnect failure. In this case, additional mass transport in the neighboring segment has to contribute to the void volume to cause the line failure. Finally, we evaluate the statistical EM lifetime for a Cu line with N segments connected in series based on the weakest link approximation (WLA). If we define G(L) as the cluster length distribution in the Cu line which represents the probability that a cluster length is smaller than L in the interconnect, the lifetime distribution of the line, in light of the direct correlation between the cluster length L and its lifetime t, can be expressed as
Here, Eq. (1) provides the correlation between the lifetime statistics and the grain size distribution based on the WLA.
To illustrate the statistical model, first we show the polygrain cluster length distributions extracted from the SG and LG structures in Fig. 2(b) , which follow a lognormal distribution function with the mean length L of 0.45 lm and 0.21 lm and r of 0.42 and 0.50, respectively. In the Cu line shown in Fig. 1(b) , void formation occurred at triple junctions bounded by neighboring Cu grains having different sizes and crystallographic orientations. 2, [13] [14] [15] To evaluate the flux divergence, the interfacial and grain boundary diffusivities were determined from the resistance traces observed in EM testing. 5 We measured the resistance increase rate R slope from the region with linear resistance increase and used the average slope to calculate the EM drift velocity v d for LG and SG structures. The effective diffusivity D eff was obtained from v d and the results are shown in Table I . The effective diffusivity is larger for the SG structure, reflecting the larger contribution of grain boundary diffusion from the small grain structure. The effective diffusivity D eff in the Cu line can be expressed as a linear combination of the grain boundary diffusivity and the interfacial diffusivity. 2 By assuming the activation energy of the grain boundary diffusion to be 0.2 eV higher than that of the surface diffusion, 16 we were able to deduce the averaged interfacial diffusivity D N and grain boundary diffusivity D GB from the effective diffusivity D eff for both structures (Table I) . To further decompose the averaged interfacial diffusivity, we correlated it to the orientation of the individual grain normal to the interface. 17 For simplicity, we grouped the orientations of Cu grains along trench normal into (111), (110), and (100) and determined their area fractions (AFs) from the grain orientation distributions. Since the variation of interfacial diffusivity with grain orientations is not well known, we assumed that it followed the same trend as the variation of surface diffusivity 17 with ratios for (111), (110), and (100) surfaces of 1:0.5:0.25. 18 The interfacial diffusivities extracted in this way are summarized in Table I . An average grain boundary diffusivity D GB was taken for SG and LG structures and the grain boundary contribution to mass transport was calculated based on the inclination angle of the particular grain boundary relative to the current flow direction. 13 The net mass flow between the adjacent grains determines the flux divergence, where void formation occurs at positive flux divergence sites. It should be noted that the general trend of the grain structure effect on void formation is not particularly sensitive to the assumptions used.
An example of the flux divergence analysis is shown in Fig. 3 for the void observed in the SG structure. The void was found to form at the Cu/SiCN interface and further grow into a slit-like shape by a net flux of vacancies in the direction opposite to electron flow. The orientations of the grains at the void surface were individually identified. Based on the grain orientation dependence of the interface diffusivity described in Table I , the h110i grain has the highest diffusivity among the neighboring grains. This gives us a large flux divergence at point C. This suggests that the void was probably first formed at C and then grew further to B and A driven by the inner void surface diffusion in the direction opposite to electron flow. The void shown in Fig. 3 is likely to be its final size since the Cu line eventually failed due to void formation close to the via at the cathode end.
Finally, the results obtained from D-STEM/PED on cluster length distributions and the interface and grain boundary diffusivities were put into the statistical model to calculate the EM lifetime and statistics for SG and LG lines with CoWP capping. In this calculation, the EM driving force was calculated based on a current density of 1.0 MA/cm 2 with an effective charge number Z * ¼ À5. 19 As shown, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots of the EM lifetime obtained by simulation in Fig. 4 (b) agree well with the experiments shown in Fig. 4(a) , especially for a small N. This suggests that only the few cluster segments adjacent to the cathode end of the line contribute to the void growth and the final EM failure. This prediction is confirmed by experimental observations 5 that voids usually form within a few grains to the cathode via to induce EM failure in CoWP capped samples. For the same grain structure, an increase in N decreases the lifetime and the statistical deviation, which is consistent with the prediction of the weakest-link statistics. The ratio of the extracted lifetimes for large and small grain structures and their respective sigma value are summarized in Table II and compared with the experimental results.
The simulation results are in good agreement with experimental results and show that once the interface diffusion is suppressed by the CoWP cap, the grain structure effect becomes significant. The longer EM lifetime and the larger statistical deviation for samples with the large grain structure can be attributed to the shorter average cluster length and wider cluster length distribution. It is important to point out that the simultaneous increase in the EM lifetime and the statistical deviation for the LG structure may not lead to an improvement in EM reliability. In this case, an improved control of Cu microstructure would be particularly important for EM reliability especially with further scaling of Cu interconnects. 20, 21 In summary, detailed grain structure characteristics for the 45 nm node Cu interconnects was analyzed by employing the D-STEM/PED technique, which is capable of achieving a spatial resolution of 1-2 nm, in an automated fashion. The grain structure statistics was used to identify the local critical flux divergent sites for void formation and to analyze the EM lifetime statistics using a microstructure-based model. Analysis of the scaling effect on the microstructure evolution of nanoscale Cu interconnects has provided the basic information required to develop a better understanding and control of the microstructure for improving EM reliability of future Cu metallizations. 
